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During the 1990s the city of Toronto was a place of exhilarating

artistic activity, characterized by a resurgence of the tradition of

collective organizing of artistic events, exhibitions and publica-

tions. During these years, artists in Toronto invested themselves

once again in the task not only of creating artworks, but also of

creating the contexts for the appreciation of their works. Artists

saw themselves as responsible for creating their own venues for

presentation and their own channels for dissemination of these art-

works. For many of us, this is what it meant to be an artist. Dozens

of artist-collectives sprang up, organizing series of projects amidst

dozens of collectively organized one-off exhibitions and events.

Without much reflection I can count several of these collectives,

including Mud, Collective Unconscious, Painting Disorders, Posse,

See-Through Cities, Syndicate, Truck Stop 12, Symbiosis, Pere-

grine, Spontaneous Combustion, Fast Friends, Money House, Art

Firm, Brown Spot, Po-Po Wasteland and the influential Free Park-

ing gallery and Lola magazine. It was the creation of a context such

as this that, in the words of AA Bronson, “allowed us to allow our-

selves to see ourselves as an arts scene.”1 And we did!

After graduating from the Ontario College of Art, Eric Glavin

began generating a context for the reception of his work through

the artist-collective Painting Disorders. This collective — formed

with fellow artists Mark Bell, Sally Spath, Angela Leach, Nestor

Kruger and Elizabeth McIntosh — marked itself as distinct from

most other collectives by having a particularly self-conscious rela-

tionship to the parallel histories of modern painting and vernac-

ular design. Angela Leach’s paintings, for instance, focussed on

the peculiar affinities between the Op Art of the mid-1960s and

textile fabric design; Nestor Kruger’s paintings, as well, explored

the traditions of mural painting, paint-by-numbers flatness of appli-

cation, and suburban architecture. The work of the Painting Dis-

orders artists had a distinctly scholarly or “smart” feel, especially

when contrasted with the often expressionistic or idiosyncratic

concerns of work from many of the other Toronto collectives of

the period. The recherché quality of their work prepared several

Painting Disorders artists for subsequent entry into more official

and institutional channels of dissemination within the art world.

Nowadays, a decade later, the engagement by young artists with

the high-art and urban/suburban vernacular traditions of the 1960s

and ’70s is fully commonplace. But during the 1990s this quality

also marked the work of the Painting Disorders artists with a seri-

ousness of intent and historical engagement that was — at that

time in the development of Toronto’s arts community — rare and

conspicuous.

Glavin’s series of horizontal canvases from 1991 inaugurates

the field of concerns that his painting practice will consistently

return to. Canvases such as Manhandler stage a setting where the

non-referential and abstract look of geometric hard-edge painting

is infused with the vernacular and worldly look of graphic design

for product packaging, store-front signage, casino interiors and

arcade-game consoles. In these paintings the yummy, even sexy

“Buy me” overtones of graphic design are intended to contrast

sharply with the mute, almost ascetic, otherworldliness of formalist

abstract painting.

The uncovering of the secret social content hiding behind

ostensibly abstract depictions is one of the predominant artistic

strategies of the postmodern period starting in the 1970s. Dan

Graham’s magazine project Homes for America of 1966–67 — in its

prescient insight about the links existing between the reductionism

and serialism of Minimalist sculpture (such as that produced by

Donald Judd and Robert Morris) and the serial logic of post-war

housing construction (such as the mass-produced suburban hous-

ing of Staten Island and Jersey City) — has rightfully been canon-

ized as one of the key moments of inspiration to later artists.2

Historically, this type of “impure” abstraction has found very lit-

tle fertile soil within the landscape of Canadian abstract painting—

except in aspects of the Vancouver scene of the mid-1960s, in par-

ticular the abstractions of Bodo Pfeifer, Michael Morris and Gary

Lee Nova. The abstract paintings of these Vancouver artists can be

considered a type of Pop Art — and perhaps more precisely, a Pop

Abstraction. It is generally accepted that Pop has some connection

to what we call popular culture; but just what exactly is meant by

this, or — which amounts to the same thing — what exactly is to be

held as representative of popular culture, remains an open question.

For artists such as Michael Morris and Gary Lee Nova, the atti-

tude of cultural research earlier acquired from British Pop Art was 
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informed by the presence of Marshall McLuhan’s ideas within the

artistic milieu of Vancouver, and led these artists to the immersion

in the new-technology explorations of Intermedia and the “global

village” exchanges of the Eternal Network of correspondence art.

The abstract paintings they produced during the mid-1960s evince

the attitude that what is characteristic about the current moment is

not its outward appearances as manifested in things, but rather the

new hidden social imaginary to be uncovered within these appear-

ances. In the work of Morris and Lee Nova the exploration of this

new social imaginary through an abstract language was appropriate

to its cryptic and latent character, which, like abstract painting, it-

self, requires an attitude of exploratory and investigative attention.3

Glavin’s horizontal paintings of the early 1990s, in their attitude

of curiosity and fascination towards the commercialized urban envi-

ronment, constitute the beginning of his own attempts to incor-

porate what are held to be the characteristic qualities of his own

environment in terms of the abstract vocabulary of modernist paint-

ing; indeed, for him these qualities are themselves derived from

such a vocabulary. These paintings are defined by their attraction

to the techniques of seduction and appeal of commercial graphics,

expressed in their bubbly shapes and bouncy colours, their deco-

rative flourishes, waves and ribbons. These techniques of sexy

seduction appear on the surface of the paintings, all the while sur-

rounding a kind of blankness that suggests that the textual or fig-

urative information has been omitted from the original designs.

One senses that these paintings have taken a vow of silence or

lost the capacity for speech. Only the frame of seduction is appar-

ent on their surface, bereft of any goods to deliver. The vocabulary

employed by Glavin’s paintings derives both from a hypothesis

about the influence of the modern-art tradition of abstract paint-

ing upon the imagery of commercial graphic design and from an

intuition about the nature of the social experience of the com-

mercialized urban environment, an experience regarded as itself

blank and abstract.

Following these horizontal canvases, his series of “stain” paint-

ings on square unprimed canvas enacts a subsequent flattening-out

of the earlier paintings, almost as if they had suffered a dimensional

loss of the depth of their corporeity and had been made to signal

an increasingly mute, blank and hollowed-out form of artistic expres-

sivity. Glavin’s blank intonations of the fun and sex of products,

casinos and arcade games are part and parcel of a world where

liberated play and spontaneous social interaction — the hopeful

aspirations of the “subjective forces”4 of May ’68 — have become

emptied abstractions; and our joy — pure, commercialized décor.

Glavin’s square “stain” canvases represent an attempt to ren-

der the juiciness and bubbliness of his previous horizontal can-

vases radically in terms that are flattened and dried-out. With these

stained paintings, Glavin uses the soak-stain painting technique

developed in the late 1950s by Helen Frankenthaler and canonically

employed by the “Post-Painterly Abstractions” of Morris Louis

and Kenneth Noland. Characteristically, Glavin’s stain abstractions

are impure abstractions heavy with art-historical baggage and,

as the artist observes, literally sullied by the vicissitudes of cir-

cumstance and time:

I was fascinated with seeing these Nolands at the Vancouver Art

Gallery or the National Gallery, and seeing how they had faded and

had all that dust on them — you can’t really see them any other way.

That’s how they are. . . . I wanted [my paintings] to look like those

pieces with the layer of dust already incorporated into their feel. They

also referenced those ready-made paintings from Scandinavia, as well

as those ubiquitous office dividers we all had to live with in school.

The painting technique of Glavin’s stain works clearly alludes to

the soak-stain abstractions of artists such as Noland, while

perversely incorporating an added layer of impurity sedimented

upon their surfaces. When first exhibited, these canvases embod-

ied an uncanny and slightly absurd sense of art-historical atavism,

one that referred to a belated moment after the glory days of Ab-

stract Expressionism and to the more mundane dissemination

(through mass production) of modernist abstraction at home and

in the classroom. Their warm, almost woolly texture — where the

paint is not laid over the weave like a second skin, but rather stains

and becomes part of it like a hippie’s batik—is neutralized by their

cool iconography that is reminiscent of corporate branding. Such

neutralization guides an oscillating play of reciprocity, as the

iconography chills the materiality of the canvas, and as warmth in

turn is summoned to temper what is cold.

Glavin’s hypothesis about the influence of the modern-art tra-

dition of abstraction and reductionism upon the commercial envi-

ronment is corroborated in the “good design” of cool functional-

ism and rationalist æsthetics associated with the art-and-design

teachings of the Bauhaus at Weimar, Dessau and briefly Berlin,

the Hochschule für Gestaltung at Ulm, and the School of Design

in Chicago. This influence is reciprocal as, for instance, the purist

product designs of Braun electrical appliances (designed by mem-

bers of the Hochschule für Gestaltung) are in turn displayed at

the Museum of Modern Art in New York, at an exhibition of Braun

products in 1964. The warm/cold play of reciprocity dramatized

by Glavin’s abstract canvases finds in Braun products a kind of

real-world counterpart: in Braun’s art/commerce play of reciprocal

influence, the art museum is solicited to endow the impersonal

face of corporate commerce with a warm humanist glow—one cal-

culated to remain appropriately associated with fine art’s sense

of exquisiteness and refinement.

The cold, hermetic look of products and graphics memorably

developed by the fathers of modernist design was diffused and

normalized throughout North America in homes and schools by

the mass production of things and imagery designed by legions

of anonymous designers. The “unauthored” design that is of such

interest to Glavin will not, of course, be given entrance to the exclu-

sive halls of the art museum, but it is seen to constitute the

“imaginary museum” of the vernacular languages of mass culture.

A stain painting such as K is derived from an anonymous design

found in a shopping bag kept at the home of the artist’s parents—a

design that was made in the 1990s but references the time of Noland

and Louis. This painting is part of the series of stain abstractions

produced the same year as Wallpaper* Magazine’s first issue. As

a marketing vehicle, Wallpaper* capitalizes on the nostalgic rec-

ognizability of modernist design destined for mass consumption,

but glamorizes its coldness. This time its chill need not be tem-

pered by a warmth that will counterbalance it. Rather this cold-

ness, this distance from life, is itself glamorous, and the success

of its appeal depends on the maintenance of its chill to 
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produce alienation as a form of opulence, as a signal — as proof —

of extreme exclusivity and symbolic arrivisme. This new type of dec-

orativeness is powerfully seductive, and indeed led to Wallpaper*

rapidly acquiring iconic, even “popular,” status.

As a whole, Glavin’s painting practice exists in a state of ten-

sion towards the glamorized modernism of Wallpaper* and, more to

the point, towards the widespread commercialized nostalgic

revival of modernist graphic tropes.5 Its continuing dryness and

flattened sex appeal are the marks of this ambivalence. The blanked-

out character of Glavin’s work evokes the intuition that there is

something emptied and unfulfilled about the social experience

of the commercialized urban environment;6 his recent series of

branded graphics rendered as painted murals, his “quasi-painting”

floor- and wall-coverings on adhesive vinyl, and his computer ink-

jet printed imagery derived from the decor of social housing and

new condominium developments, all suggest that there is some-

thing about the built world that has itself become abstract. The

mute expressivity of his work can be heard as a form of witness

that refuses to celebrate and unconditionally affirm the “fun!” and

the becoming-glamorous of the normalized abstraction of social

experience. In these ways Glavin’s work reads as the authentic but

despondent expression of art in the context of mass culture. As a

practice of painting, his work will continue to be heard as despon-

dent to the extent that it adheres to the objective but appropriately

visual language of the myriad appearances of such a living social

context. His current computer-printed images will certainly be

apprehended either as paintings (produced with novel means) or

else as a subjectivized performance of technocracy; such critical

apprehension will be responsible for providing the context for the

future development of Glavin’s practice.

Excerpted from Luis Jacob’s essay in the upcoming publication Eric Glavin:

Radiant City, Oakville Galleries, 2005.
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